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On the other hand each description was too short. Page 83 is interesting, and my students would like to do
further research on the topic and a homemade hoax for the class perhaps. English levels range from
Intermediate to Advanced. Lamb, M. How will meaning be conveyed? The Teacher must also introduce
authentic language so that the learners are aware of accurate use of the structures. All of them are Spanish
speakers. Therefore, it is important to re-elaborate a special personal file with more detailed information of
theirs so I can make them set a purpose for attending this course. Around 28 percent of teens know a friend or
classmate who has used ecstasy, with 17 percent knowing more than one user. If the students are given enough
information and time to recycle the comparative forms including various types of adjectives to describe each
mythical creature, they will have enough information to make their own language decisions and participate
confidently during the peer discussion. Woodward, Tesa  LA brief narrative description of the journal article,
document, or resource. Section 2. Ur 12 Therefore, to further consolidate and build on the lesson, I plan to
continue my lessons with further practice on the same structure using a variety of activities for my purpose.
Cambridge University Press. Modeling We do it. T then asks Another S, for another time limitation. Then, I
can elaborate a test in which they will give their personal opinions on the revised topics. Please include all
timelines, concept questions etc. Moreover, the final activity was intended to arise students awareness on
specific exam issues, which might be problematic to them. Their parents either own a business or have an
executive position in a company. Flash TV Series 8. Teaching Writing Skills. Should it not suffice, I will be
prepared to change the lesson plan in situ to extend on the topic. Despite company promotion being contingent
upon periodically-evaluated English proficiency, absenteeism and tardiness is frequent. He also adapted and
designed very appealing materials that definitely got learners interested and motivated. The most important
stage of the lesson would be the Introduce Form, where the students would be shown the various forms of
comparatives after being elicited a pattern of each group. In this way, they might get interested on learning a
L2. That is why I think that by bringing authentic materials, my learners will not only improve their L2 but
also experience what those lexical items are for real.


